Sentence types:

1. Simple sentence (one finite verb)
   She works in a bank. (p.v/f.v)
   She is sleeping now. (helping verb/full verb)
   Subject+Verb, Subject+Verb. X
   Subject+Verb; Subject+Verb. V

2. Compound sentence
   a) Coordinating conjunctions
      Subject+Verb, ________ Subject+Verb.
      (main clause) and (main clause)
      but
      for (because)
      nor (inversion)
      or
      so
      yet

      .But X
      .And X

      I am studying hard, for I have a test tomorrow. (conjunction, because) V
      For me, it is ok. (preposition)

      Clarification:
      I adore there three colours: blue, white, and purple.
      — ________________ —
      extra information
      * Mary and Jack.
      * Mary, Jack, and John.
      * Eating, drinking, and going.
      * I don’t want to live in the city, nor do I want to live in the countryside. (inversion)
      * So, what? V
           .So X